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Actuarial value, benefit richness,
and the implications for consumers
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The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) introduced
rules around the richness of benefit plans offered by carriers in
the marketplaces. By now, carriers have adjusted to the realities
of bronze, silver, gold, and platinum metallic tiers. Prior to the
introduction of these metallic levels, carriers faced very few
restrictions with regard to how rich or lean benefit plans could be.
Carriers in the pre-ACA world could in theory offer a continuous
benefit richness slope composed of a wide variety of rich and
lean benefit plans. Furthermore, a benefit plan’s marketed benefit
richness, including the use of pricing plan factors in the small group
market among brokers, was directly tied to that plan’s priced benefit
richness. This is no longer the case under the ACA, as a plan’s de
facto benefit richness for marketing purposes is designated via
the Actuarial Value Calculator (AVC), yet that same plan’s pricing
benefit richness is determined via the carrier’s pricing model of
choice. As this paper discusses, consumers may not be aware of the
differences between Actuarial Values (AVs) from the AVC and benefit
richness values used in pricing. If they were known, they could lead
consumers to make different benefit plan choices. Furthermore, we
explore the extent to which the ACA has introduced discontinuities
in what could otherwise be a continuous benefit richness slope. In
short, the asymmetrical approach to different models may lead to a
narrower range of choices for consumers.

The Actuarial Value represents HHS’s interpretation of a plan’s
benefit richness. Benefit plans that fail to meet the AV requirements
cannot be offered. Once a plan meets the AV requirements for a
desired metallic tier, it is assigned that metallic designation, which
is then intended to assist consumers making selections in the
marketplaces. Therefore, consumers picking a bronze plan may infer
that the plan generally pays between 58% and 62% of medical costs.
Likewise, the conclusion of picking a gold plan may be that in general
it covers between 78% and 82% of medical costs. But how close are
these assumptions to reality? That is, are consumers getting what they
pick? The answer is that in many cases they are not, which is due to
the potentially significant differences in results between the AVC and
pricing models that use actual claims experience.

HOW DIFFERENT MODELS FOR MARKETING AND PRICING MAY GET
IN THE WAY OF TRANSPARENCY FOR CONSUMERS

The table in Figure 2 highlights the inconsistency between AVC
values and those attained through a model that uses actual claims
experience for a set of plans representative of the marketplace. We
used the 2016 AVC and our pricing model represents values for
2016. The Methodology section of this paper explains how the plan
designs in our analysis were chosen.

The ACA requires that all ACA-compliant non-grandfathered plan
designs yield an Actuarial Value—determined using the AVC created by
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)—that fits in
the prescribed ranges by metallic level, shown in the table in Figure 1.

Although every benefit plan in our analysis meets the AV requirements,
Figure 2 shows that many of the plans we tested have pricing values
outside the allowable metallic ranges. For instance, a substantial
number of gold plans in our analysis have levels of coverage
above 82%, the maximum gold coverage designated by the AVC.
Similarly, about half of the silver plans tested have coverage above
72%, which is beyond the maximum silver coverage in the AVC.

FIGURE 1: HHS-PERMISSIBLE ACTUARIAL VALUE RANGES
METALLIC LEVEL

PERMISSIBLE ACTUARIAL VALUE

Bronze

0.58 - 0.62

Silver

0.68 - 0.72

Gold

0.78 - 0.82

Platinum

0.88 - 0.92

Although the AVC is the official HHS tool for designating a plan’s
benefit richness for the purpose of helping consumers make
informed purchasing decisions, carriers generally do not use the
Actuarial Value Calculator to determine a plan’s benefit richness for
pricing purposes. Rather, carriers use pricing models with data that
is either representative of their own experience, or has been adjusted
to reflect their unique single risk pool characteristics. Furthermore,
pricing models in general tend to employ a higher level of accuracy
and fewer simplifying assumptions than those used in the AVC.

FIGURE 2: AVC VALUE RANGES VS. RANGES FROM PRICING MODEL THAT USES CLAIMS EXPERIENCE
BASIS POINTS IN RANGE OF VALUES BY METALLIC LEVEL
BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

AVC

400

400

400

400

Pricing Model

275

748

655

498
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FIGURE 3: OCCURRENCE OF DEDUCTIBLE BY BENEFIT TYPE IN 2014
PERCENTAGE OF PLANS WITH BENEFIT SUBJECT TO DEDUCTIBLE IN 2014
PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

Hospital Inpatient

77%

85%

86%

100%

Emergency Room

63%

58%

64%

88%

Primary Care Physician

15%

23%

38%

76%

Specialist Physician

15%

32%

43%

84%

Generic Drugs

13%

27%

31%

65%

Brand Drugs

12%

19%

27%

72%

Non-Formulary Drugs

21%

34%

44%

79%

Specialty Drugs

46%

63%

67%

91%

only 15% of platinum plans did so. The table in Figure 3 shows the
occurrence of deductible by type of service from the 2014 plan
designs in the marketplaces.

Conversely, some plans have coverage below the minimum required
by the AVC. Overall, because of the wider brackets in the pricing
values, almost half of the plans tested offered levels of coverage
outside the allowable AVC ranges by metallic tier when AV is
measured by the pricing model.

The nature of the AVC combined with the annual limitation on the
maximum out-of-pocket amount makes it very difficult to create
bronze plan designs with copays on select services. The lower the
AV, the less flexibility carriers have in creating plan designs that pass
the AVC test. This means fewer choices for consumers, as there
appears to be less diversity of plan designs at the lower AV levels.

There may be variations if the above comparison were to be
conducted for a specific region. Furthermore, each carrier may have
its own method for determining the pricing benefit richness of each
benefit plan. However, our analysis of a representative set of benefit
plans in the marketplaces priced using an actuarial pricing model
based on claims experience indicates that a large percentage of
plans in the marketplaces may be offering coverage that’s not in line
with the level of coverage calculated by the AVC.

HOW DISCONTINUITIES IN THE BENEFIT RICHNESS SLOPE
LIMIT CONSUMER CHOICE

As previously discussed, the use of separate models to designate
and price a plan’s benefit richness causes a disconnect between the
perceived plan’s value and its true level of coverage. The use of different
models also introduces a separate direct impact on consumer choice.
Prior to the ACA, carriers in a given market were capable of offering
what essentially amounted to a continuous spectrum of coverage
levels. Consumers were often able to find plan designs along a benefit
richness slope akin to the one depicted in Figure 4. For purposes of
illustration, the starting and ending points are the same as those that we
determined for the representative ACA slope using our pricing model.

What does this mean to consumers? For one, consumers make
purchasing decisions based on the levels of coverage advertised to
them. The disconnect between AVs from the AVC and pricing values
from actuarial pricing models may be misleading to consumers
shopping for plans in the marketplaces. There are cases where
consumers may be purchasing less coverage than advertised via
the plan’s AV. In other cases, consumers are paying a higher price
for plans with richer coverage than perhaps wanted. While these
consumers may be happy to discover that they are purchasing richer
coverage, they may be doing so unwittingly at the time of sale. Our
analysis showed that roughly half of all plans tested had a benefit
richness value outside the designated AV ranges. This means that
a significant number of consumers may be unknowingly purchasing
plans with actuarial values that when measured with the pricing
model are outside the AVC ranges. Consequently, two plans that
are supposedly equivalent and comparable (e.g., two silver plans)
may not be so equivalent in reality. In the absence of this information,
consumers may not be making the most informed choices when
shopping for plans in the market places.

FIGURE 4: ILLUSTRATIVE PRE-ACA BENEFIT RICHNESS SLOPE
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Furthermore, along with the annual limitations on the maximum
out-of-pocket amount, the AVC places restraints on the plan
designs that carriers can offer. As an example, approximately 80%
of all bronze plans in 2014 applied deductible and coinsurance on
primary care services in order to meet the bronze AV range, while
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The permissible Actuarial Value ranges by metallic tier imply that carriers
cannot design plans that yield Actuarial Values in the ranges outlined in
the table in Figure 5.

CAN ANYTHING BE DONE TO ADDRESS THESE ISSUES?

Ultimately, the only metallic tier that matters for subsidy purposes is
the silver tier. A way to restore choices to pre-ACA levels would be
to simply have two plan tiers: eligible for subsidies and not eligible
for subsidies. Plans eligible for subsidies would essentially replace
the current silver tier, and would be used to determine the secondlowest plan in this category for the purpose of determining the
advanced premium tax credit. Furthermore, only plans that pass the
designated AVC subsidy range (either the current silver range or
something else) would be eligible for cost share reduction subsidies.
Any other plan outside the subsidy-eligible AVC range could still be
offered in the marketplaces as long as it stays within a defined global
range of permissible AVC values (0.55 to 0.95 for instance). Carriers
would then be required to publish each plan’s benefit richness using
a common measure among all carriers instead of using the current
metallic tiers to identify a plan’s perceived level of coverage. This
alternative would clearly have consequences on the entire program,
so any changes to the current rules would have to be carefully
designed and implemented. But, as this paper has discussed, having
information on a plan’s true level of coverage may help consumers
make more informed plan selection choices in the marketplaces.

FIGURE 5: HHS NON-PERMISSIBLE ACTUARIAL VALUE RANGES

METALLIC LEVEL GAPS

NON-PERMISSIBLE
ACTUARIAL VALUE

Lower than bronze

< 0.58

Bronze-silver

(0.62 - 0.68)

Silver-gold

(0.72 - 0.78)

Gold-platinum

(0.82 - 0.88)

Greater than platinum

> 0.92

If pricing models yielded the same results as the AVC, the ACA
benefit richness slope would have the entire range of discontinuities
outlined in Figure 5. As we have seen, however, the use of actuarial
pricing models leads to plans with benefit richness factors outside
the AV permissible ranges, while still passing the AVC. This helps
expand consumer choice, as the gaps above are closed and
consumers are able to select plans with coverage outside the
officially designated levels of coverage. Still, how much additional
choice is introduced? Figure 6 displays the benefit richness slope of
our set of plans representative of the 2014 marketplace.

0.850

Note that a carrier could presumably design plans with unusual
cost-sharing schemes that would pass the AVC and may result in
benefit richness values within the gaps shown in Figure 6. As an
example, very low benefit richness values (and passing AVs) might
be achieved by increasing the member cost sharing well past 50%
for some benefits. However, in our analysis of all 2014 marketplace
plans, these types of plans were not prevalent. Furthermore, states
may prevent carriers from imposing member cost sharing past
a certain threshold, as this may be considered discriminatory.
Therefore, we did not include these types of plans in our analysis.
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METHODOLOGY

FIGURE 6: SAMPLE ACA BENEFIT RICHNESS SLOPE
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Our sample of representative 2014 plan designs started with
downloading all 2014 marketplace benefit information from the
website managed by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) at https://www.healthcare.gov/health-and-dentalplan-datasets-for-researchers-and-issuers/. We then determined
ranges for all the possible values of each AVC benefit feature from the
entire 2014 set. We further expanded these ranges to include more
possible values to choose from. Because some 2014 plan designs
no longer pass the 2016 AVC, we used these ranges to randomly
generate a large number of entire plan designs instead of only using
actual 2014 plan designs. We also put rules in place to ensure that
the plan designs generated were reasonable. For example, all plans
had cost sharing for professional services equal to or lower than for
specialist services. Therefore, our plan designs used actual 2014
marketplace plan attributes as the basis, adjusted as needed in order
for each entire plan design to pass the 2016 AVC.
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As Figure 6 illustrates, even if some plans end up with benefit
richness values outside the AVC-permissible ranges, discontinuities
in a given market’s benefit richness slope may still exist. This means
that consumers who previously were able to purchase plans with
a level of coverage between 86% and 88%, as an example for
illustrative purposes, may no longer be able to do so under the ACA.
Considering that one of the main tenets of the law was to expand
choice for consumers, the imposition of metallic level requirements
has a direct impact on the design and resulting benefit values that
carriers can offer. Consumer choice may have been expanded with
the number of carriers participating in the marketplaces, but the preACA freedom to select benefit richness levels may have been eroded.
Actuarial value, benefit richness, and the implications for consumers

Our pricing model determines 2016 benefit richness on a seriatim
basis. The pricing model simulates the adjudication of claims at the
claim, member, and contract levels for each benefit plan, using one
very large national-based risk pool. Consistent with ACA rules, health
status was not considered in the calculation of each plan’s benefit
richness factor. Furthermore, the underlying data was not adjusted
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for any morbidity differences such as pent-up demand that could
occur in the projection period. And any provider contracting changes
that could occur in the future have not been taken into consideration.
We did, however, apply induced demand adjustment factors during
the calculation of each plan’s benefit richness, based on the plan’s
metallic designation. We used HHS’s induced demand adjustment
factors included in the HHS risk adjustment model. In the absence
of induced demand adjustments on benefit richness factors, the
comparison of benefit richness factors to Actuarial Values would be
inconsistent, as the AVC includes adjustments for induced demand
in the calculation of Actuarial Values.
DISCLOSURES

This communication has been prepared for the specific purpose of
discussing the interactions between the Actuarial Value Calculator
and benefit richness values determined by carriers using their own
pricing models. This information may not be appropriate, and should
not be used, for any other purpose.
In performing this analysis, we relied on information published by
others. If this data or information is inaccurate or incomplete, the
results of our analysis may likewise be inaccurate or incomplete.

The materials in this document represent the opinion of the authors and are not
representative of the views of Milliman, Inc. Milliman does not certify the information,
nor does it guarantee the accuracy and completeness of such information. Use of
such information is voluntary and should not be relied upon unless an independent
review of its accuracy and completeness has been performed. Materials may not be
reproduced without the express consent of Milliman.

Milliman does not intend to benefit or create a legal duty to any
third-party recipient of this work. This communication must be read
in its entirety. Differences between our estimates and actual amounts
depend on the extent to which future experience conforms to the
assumptions made in this work. Actual amounts will differ from
projected amounts to the extent that actual experience deviates from
expected experience.
Guidelines issued by the American Academy of Actuaries require
actuaries to include their professional qualifications in actuarial
communications. Pedro Alcocer is a member of the American
Academy of Actuaries and meets its qualifications standard to
perform the analysis and render the actuarial opinion contained
herein. The author of this report is not a lawyer, and nothing in this
report should be construed as legal advice.
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